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An era of downtown street design benefiting the automobile has become over
designed for the movement of volumes of traffic in many North American cities. Since
the 1950s, the primary focus of planners and traffic engineers has been to address the
growing problem of traffic congestion caused by the suburban traveler coming into and
out of downtown. The solution was retrofitting the original two-way street grid into a
network of wide and straight multi-lane one-way corridors. This design successfully
moved volumes of traffic through downtown streets but induced behavior to favor the
automobile instead of design that favors active mobility like walking and cycling.
However, the last couple decades, cities in North America have been converting their
multi-lane one-way street network back into their original two-way configuration. The
streets have become over designed for the level of service and a new era of downtown
living is arriving. Thus, the downtown street needs to be livable and safe for pedestrian
activities to regain vibrant and livable downtown places. This thesis explores the
literature on downtown street design in the context of livability and pedestrian safety.
This is followed with examining completed conversion projects in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Through this research, a scenario analysis will be conducted in a case study of Lincoln,
Nebraska downtown multi-lane one-way street network that if converted could see more

walking and biking, safer pedestrian street space, and economic development. The
results of this research add to the literature and provides a framework for planners to
explore downtown street conversions.
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Chapter One | Introduction
Jane Jacobs, who authored, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961),
viewed the city street as its “most vital organ. When you think of a city, what comes to
mind? Its streets.” (Jacobs 1961, 29). The downtown street should feel a part of the
spaces it lives within, it should feel safe and livable. The livability of downtown spaces
is impacted by the design of the street. It is the primary experience a visitor has of a city
and implies the planning intent of the spaces the street runs through. Planners and traffic
engineers must plan and design the downtown street for many types of users to
incorporate planning goals of livability with the science of traffic engineering. This
thesis argues to achieve these goals the street design must be pedestrian focused to have a
vibrant, livable downtown.
A legacy of downtown street design for the automobile has established a mindset
of mobility preference that perpetuates congestion issues. Planners and engineers
developed solutions that curtailed accessibility to land uses in favor of mobility of the
automobile. In terms of the automobile, access to places in downtown street patterns was
secondary to effective movement of traffic volumes. Thus, the result of connected
network of one-way throughfares that mobilizes automobile traffic to move quickly
through downtown and abandons pedestrian level activities like walking and cycling.
While not intended, the character of the street suffered leading to decay of street level
business and residential places due to focused attention on driving through downtown.
The primary concern of ensuring free-flowing traffic street design led to decay of once
vibrant downtown places.
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It is well documented that suburban growth in U.S. cities was another factor of
downtown degradation. The availability of developable, inexpensive land along with the
ability of automobile to traverse suburban workers into and out of downtown placed
pressure on planners and engineers to solve the issue of congestion resulting in
conversion of the original two-way downtown streets to one-way street configuration in
most American cities. This design paradigm of prioritizing automobile efficiency in
American downtown street design has led to the degradation of downtown livability
(Riggs and Appleyard 2018). It is should be understood in planning practice that if
downtowns continue to focus on solving issues with congestion for the working
population, then economic development downtown planning can expect to struggle with
revitalization (Walker, Kulash and McHugh 1999, 1).
Planning needs to influence changes to the conventional approach of traffic
operation by embracing neotraditional town planning ideology that reduces automobile
dependence through street design returning to urban design that is pedestrian focused.
The well-known urban designer and neotraditionalist, Andres Duany, asserted “the
overemphasis on planning for the automobile…to meet traffic flow and parking goals
took precedence over designing for people and for walkable environments” (Levy 2011,
189).
Planners and Traffic Engineers are examining policies of street design within the
downtown context. The downtown street design policies to address the growing
problems with congestion that empowered traffic engineers to design traffic operation
solutions that moved volumes of traffic quickly are no longer needed or desired (Jones
2020). This awareness led to collaboration of traffic engineers, transportation planners
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and urban design planners to develop suggested design standards that redesign the
downtown street through professional guides such as Complete Streets and the Urban
Street Design Guide that are intended to improve downtown livability.
Downtown livability requires that downtown one-way street must be redesigned
to support pedestrian activities. Cities have addressed this through road diets and traffic
calming techniques. These techniques usually reduce the number of lanes on the oneway or introduce pedestrian nodes or bulb-outs to reduce the crossing distance at
intersection. While this has shown modest improvements to the street space, many
remain one-ways with synchronized traffic signals that display “all green” at intersections
through the corridor inducing the usual driving behavior that lead to increased speeds and
less safe for pedestrians.
A method of traffic calming approach many cities are implementing is converting
one-way to two-way street designs due to positive benefits on pedestrian safety and
livability benefits. In addition, supported by livability research, two-way conversions
have economic and walkability benefits. Jeff Speck, city planner and author, designs
two-way restoration projects promoting their benefits for livability and walkability
(Stueteville 2019) and has successfully completed conversions of downtown one-way
streets into two-way streets projects in Cedar Rapids, Oklahoma City, Davenport, Boise,
New Albany, Indiana and many other cities where he champions their livability benefits
(Speck 2012).
In examining Specks work and the research literature, there are strong similarities
to neotraditional planning theory that grounds urban design to have pedestrian-friendly
streets (Levy 2011). Neotraditionalists advocate for the traditional two-way city street
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pattern for pedestrian-friendly benefits because traffic moves “at a moderate speed and is
easy to cross” (Levy 2011, 190). Speck campaigns that multi-lane one-ways are
antipedestrian and “wreck retail downtown districts” (Speck 2012, 178) and documents
the perceived issues of two-way streets cause busines loss and increased congestion never
materialize. In his book, Walkable City, he shares the conversion completed in
Vancouver, Washington quoting Rebecca Ocken of Vancouver’s Downtown Association
saying “One-way streets should not be allowed in prime downtown retail areas. We’ve
proven that.” (Speck 2012, 181).
The main factor is that the current traffic demand have changed the need for most
one-way streets in downtown street space (Jones 2020). The demand on these roadways
that served suburban automobile commuters to downtowns for shopping, socializing, and
working moved to suburban developments providing similar options and, thus, spreading
out the demand throughout the city. The purpose of one-ways networks that collect
traffic from each part of downtown and dump onto major roadways served generations of
traffic operation policy and planning that has resulted in severely underutilized street
capacity. This is providing an opportunity to make the downtown street livable again.
1.1. Research Questions
This thesis explores downtown one-way and two-way street design configurations
for pedestrian safety and livability through literature review and case study of cities that
have implemented conversions to develop an understanding of how one-ways
configurations led to decreased livability and what livability benefits can be expected
with converting back to a two-way street design. In addition, conversion projects are
often met with political opposition from the public and business organizations due to
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perceptions that are not well supported in literature or case study. Thus, the literature and
case study will cover the common points of 1) increased congestion it will cause and 2)
losing business because of decreased exposure. Lastly, the literature will cover good and
bad examples of implementation to develop a framework for successful implementation.
1.2. Research Methodology
The main benefits shown by literature and case study will be used to develop a
process of scenario analysis applying factors from literature and case study to provide
guidance on how and where downtown Lincoln, Nebraska should convert its one-way
streets. Since many downtown one-ways are over designed for the traffic volume or
capacity originally intended decades ago using a simple measure supported by Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends use of 20,000 ADT volumes as a
threshold for traffic calming projects (FHWA 2014). Thus, ADT level will be a qualifier
to select one-way street conversion candidates. A context of conversion scenarios will be
used on candidate corridors to where and how downtown Lincoln can shape livability and
pedestrian safety.
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1.3. One-Way Street Defined
For this research, when referring to “one-way” in this document, it refers to a oneway street that has two or more lanes. Figure 1.1 below is S. 10th Street in downtown
Lincoln, Nebraska, is an example of multi-lane one-way downtown street this thesis
refers to as “one-way” or “downtown one-way”.

Figure 1.1. Example of multi-lane, one-way downtown street (Google Maps, 2020)

Chapter Two | Literature Review
2.1. Livable Downtown Streets
Communities across throughout North America are studying or have implemented
conversion of their downtown one-way street to a two-way street based on the
documented livability benefits prescribed in the literature and case study. Cities that have
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completed conversions have seen increased livability and pedestrian safety through
higher economic activity, reduced vehicular speeds, reduced crime, less severe accidents,
better connectivity to other parts of town and improved accessibility. Many communities
like Vancouver, Washington and Louisville, Kentucky have been studied in literature
showing why two-way downtown streets deliver livability benefits improving the welfare
of their community.
This chapter will review the literature covering downtown one-way to two-way
street conversions for their livability benefits in the factors of economic development,
pedestrian safety, and efficiency. These benefits have wide support by planning and
business organizations as they stimulate vibrant, livable downtowns that are pedestrianfriendly and economically diverse places. Little research existed examining the effects
one-way and two-way street design on downtown livability and pedestrian safety.
However, the last decade has seen an increase in research in this area as downtowns a
focus on pedestrian-friendly designs for non-automobile mobility and pedestrian safety
(Dumbaugh 2005).
Research shows one-way to two-way conversion projects improve economic
benefits and pedestrian safety and resulted in busier but slower streets increasing vitality
and livability (Riggs and Gilderbloom 2016). Riggs and Gilderbloom (2016) further
document the impact to the change in character two-way streets produce as a traffic
calming measure. Other research produced has evaluated one-way to two-way
conversion through the relationship of community design and traffic safety (Dumbaugh
and Rae 2009), trip efficiencies and flow impacts of one-way and two-way configurations
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(Ortigosa, Gayah, and Menendez 2019; Chiu; Zhou; and Hernandez 2007) and economic
revitalization (Baco 2009).
More research is needed on the impact two-way street design has on livability.
This research expands on the literature and explores pedestrian safety factors of one-way
and two-way downtown streets. Another rationale for this research is many developers
are turning to downtowns to build residential projects that will likely increase active
mobility highlighting the need for safer streets.
The next sections will cover some background on downtown street layout and the
one-way streets then address the downtown livability aspects in economic development,
pedestrian safety, and accessibility. This will be followed by case studies of completed
conversion projects in Omaha, Nebraska and Cedar Rapids, Iowa are examples of the
results that can be achieved through conversion projects.

2.2. Background of the Downtown Street
Understanding the how and why many downtown street networks have a grid
layout, provides better context of the relationship between planning and traffic
engineering (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009). The “gridiron” layout of many downtowns with
similarly spaced, small block size was not designed with the automobile but for land
development. As the primary design in 19th century town planning, the gridiron
maximized premium corner lots making each street equally attractive (Dumbaugh and
Rae 2009). During a period of time to facilitate rapid land development, the gridiron
pattern could be laid out easily for land speculation and subdividing parcels (Levy 2011).
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This is an important distinction since the street space within this grid was
intended to provide access to the land. However, one-way streets are designed for
operational mobility, not local access. Thereby, over time, this retrofit of the street to
address traffic mobility changed the intent and character of the spaces they travel
through.
The grid layout urban form enabled cities to rapidly develop land (Dumbaugh and
Rae 2009) and develop into the hub of social and economic activity becoming the cultural
hub for the community (Walker, Kulash and McHugh 1999). This economic success led
to growing automobile use and an influx of automobiles into downtown. This growth of
the automobile caused congestion in the highly accessible grid network of streets causing
drivers to circumvent busier streets to get through downtown, inducing unwanted traffic
in neighboring corridors, consequently delaying others from reaching their desired
destination (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009) and gridlock.
This set planners and traffic engineers on this quest since the 1950s to strategize
to downtown congestion issues. Traffic engineers designed the downtown streets for
their traffic function and mobility, to move volumes of traffic quickly. This work was
completed during a period when public participation was not the norm and engineering
plans were accepted by municipal agencies (Baco 2009) leading to the predominance of
one-way throughfares seen in most North American cities (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009,
Baco 2009, Gayah and Daganzo 2012, Riggs 2016).
2.3. Downtown One-Way Street Networks
Literature on what makes one-ways better than two-way configuration generally
focus on traffic operations. Safety is described through description of automobile
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conflicts at intersections and the design of the street itself. These factors are useful for
safely moving vehicular flow during peak capacity. One-way enable safer higher speeds
of traffic by eliminating conflicting left-turn maneuvers at intersections (Gayah 2012).
The geometry of the turning radius and the lack of oncoming traffic further the safe
movement of traffic (FHWA 2014).
Another factor one-way street reduced congestion was due to full utilization of the
former two-way street space. Downtowns converted two-way streets to one-way to
expand the number of lanes traffic could operate within. Also, due to the grid layout, the
streets were straight allowing for enhanced signal timing. This combination of wider
street space and straight corridors benefited traffic operations to plan multiple lanes of
fast-moving traffic. This design increased throughput of vehicles efficiently on streets
not originally designed for automobile traffic (Chiu, Zhou and Hernandez 2007). These
were streets designed for land development and access to street level store fronts.
By making them one-ways and utilizing the existing grid network with straight
corridors, more traffic could be moved through. This allowed drivers sight distance to
view further down the right-of-way enabling adjustments to avoid hazards (Dumbaugh
and Rae 2009). Secondly, the longer block designs, which did not follow the traditional
grid block size would minimize the number of intersection conflicts reducing the number
of chances of vehicle or pedestrian collisions (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009). Lastly, the
one-way network configurations improves safety of commuters by making turning
movements easier since no conflict exists with opposing traffic (Gilham 2015) and reduce
head-on collisions since there is no opposing traffic (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009).
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Although these changes to the existing downtown street space had positive
benefits for commuters, the increased speeds and volumes of traffic negatively impacted
livability and pedestrian safety. The wider and open roadway conveys a preference for
automobile mobility within the downtown street. These corridors are not inviting for
pedestrian level activities like walking, shopping, dining or cycling thereby reducing
active mobility.

2.4. Conversion from One-Way to Two-Way
Conversion from one-way to two-way must follow greater community livability
goals for its downtown spaces. This implies a level of context is needed to develop
scenarios that provide measures if a conversion is to be instituted within an urban place
or the context (Riggs and Appleyard 2017). Riggs and Appleyard (2017) argue “context
matters” for conversions and must be balanced with land use and the transport types
within the street network. Context provides a measure of consideration based on what is
important to the community between mobility or accessibility. Strong Towns
summarized the difference between mobility and accessibility by how far you can go in a
given amount of time (mobility) versus how much you can get to in that time
(accessibility) (Herriges 2018). This expression exemplifies how the downtown street
has neglected accessibility for mobility and why downtowns have historically battled for
vibrancy.
To understand the difference, the figure below from Virginia Department of
Transportation is a common graphic to illustrate how streets are designed from a
operational perspective. It generalizes how traffic management is categorized in
objectives of mobility and accessibility. One-way street design operates to provide speed
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and capacity using mobility factors of wide and straight streets with timed traffic
signalization.

Figure 2.1. Comparison of mobility and accessibility (County of Roanoke, Department
of Community Development n.d.)
The level of service illustrates downtown streets were programmed to emphasize
throughput over access to land use. Conversion to two-way streets has the characteristics
desired for local access that benefits livability and pedestrian safety. The downtown street
is undergoing an evaluation for neighborhood livability to raise pedestrian safety and
walkability. The focus needs to be on accessibility to enable more interactions and less
on gauging the street performance on throughput of automobiles (Cervero, Guerra and Al
2017)

2.4.1. Implementation
Implementation of one-way to two-way street conversions has important
implications on project success. Understanding the challenges faced by other cities
during this phase is a valuable tool when cities like Lincoln begin to convert their
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downtown one-ways. Careful planning is needed and effective re-routing through
signage can help commuters navigate the flow changes (McGee 2020). Thus, attending
to this stage is important since the goal to realize the benefits many cities have reported
from one-way street conversions in economic revitalization, neighborhood livability and
safety (Baco 2009). When selecting corridors for potential one-way conversion projects,
early engagement with agency stakeholders in the planning process educating the benefits
like safety, traffic calming, and access to business helps with overcoming obstacles that
come up ( (US Department of Transportaton Federal Highway Administration
Publication: FHWA-SA-15-052 2016).

2.5. Economic Benefits
Achieving vibrant, livable downtown is a consistent planning goal for hopes to
induce walking, biking, and reducing automobile-dependent trips and is important for
economic development. The concept of livability can be correlated to economic benefits
in job growth, property value increases, and revitalization projects like streetscape
projects and property development. In addition, the concept of safe communities is seen
in conversion projects through slower traffic speeds, decrease in accident severity, and
reduction in crime. Further, these positive factors contribute to the goal of making
downtown more walkable.
Two-way street urban street design is showing increased economic activity by
improving the livability of downtown corridors (Gayah 2012). Two-way streets induce
direct access and slow traffic enabling businesses along the street to be seen by drivers
and provide a better pedestrian environment for walking and biking (Walker, Kulash and
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McHugh 1999), leading to an increase in the probability for business dependent on passby activity (Gayah 2012). Accessibility has been shown to have economic benefits
through increasing property values (Matthews and Turnbull 2007), an important metric
for city tax rolls. (Riggs and Gilderbloom 2017).
A factor for economic revitalization that is not considered for inducing livability
is the type of development projects. The mixed-use building concept when downtowns
have private developers build mixed use high rises, the new building rent per square foot
is higher compared to the historic buildings. New buildings generally support enterprises
that can afford high costs (Jacobs 1961, 187-188). For local, small businesses, historic
buildings enable small business to afford the rents (Jacobs 1961, 187-188). Thus, areas
with historic buildings have opportunities to gain from making areas pedestrian-friendly
and safe. This characteristic is an important factor when prioritizing street conversions to
maximize the benefit.
Job growth in several sectors can be expected with street conversions. Study of
conversions showed the highest job growth occurred in arts, entertainment,
accommodation, food service, and professional jobs in places where conversion occurred
(Riggs and Appleyard 2018).

2.6. Improved Accessibility
Another factor that cities are considering in adopting plans to convert their oneways to a two-way connectivity is reducing the vehicle miles traveled. Studies show that
conversions reduce the origin-destination trip thus impacting the number of miles
traveled in the area. Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) measures the number of miles
traveled in a region over a period of time (Williams, et al. 2016). Less auto-mobile
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dependent trips implies more walkable trips, thus reducing VMTs is an important factor
for livability and pedestrian safety.

Figure 2.2: Example of Looping caused by one-way street networks (Speck 2012)

The above figure is a one-way street configuration in Tulsa, Oklahoma with a
long block form that was designed to improve the traffic safety by reducing the number
of intersections but performs worse than a two-way configuration that would have shorter
blocks and more direct paths (Speck 2012). This increase in VMT leads to “increased
fuel consumption, emissions, and exposure to accidents” (Gayah 2012, 11). In addition,
the opportunity cost of longer trips to reach the destination is a reduction of street level
exposure of store fronts from passer-by activity.
This was further bolstered by Gayah, et. al (2019) by assessing three common
network configurations using simulation models. The figure below shows paths from
origin (i) and destination (j) within a typical gird street network where the distance from
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origin to destination was the same “as the crow flies” but the street network impacts the
ability to efficiently arrive to the destination.

Figure 2.3. Origin-Destination patterns of typical gridiron street network (Ortigosa,
Gayah and Menendez 2019)
Figure 2.3 shows a typical downtown grid layout with either all Two-Way (TW),
all Two-Way with prohibited left turns (TWL) or all One-Way (OW) street network. The
results, in terms of reducing VMT, clearly shows how accessibility by a simple two-way
configuration performed better than TWL or OW due to ability to have direct paths to
destination.
Accessibility has another component that is more qualitative in that it induces a
feeling of place. This is the experience felt with two-way street designs in residential
neighborhoods and urban developments that are easy to navigate to destinations. Streets
that provide accessibility feel safer for all users. Further, when planning for accessibility,
street design puts the priority on place “creates better communities, environments, and
economies” (Cervero, Guerra and Al, Beyond Mobility. Planning Cities for People and
Places 2017, 7)
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2.7. Pedestrian Safety
To improve the livability factor of downtown street spaces, they must feel and be
safe for pedestrian activity. Increased safety for pedestrian and vehicles is a major reason
for conversion to two-way streets. This is a factor for livability that is well understood.
Two-way streets are typically slower due to more attention is required as the number of
travel lanes are reduced and smaller. Two-way street configurations have shown
improvements in safety from reductions in rate of speed and reduction in lanes (Riggs
and Gilderbloom 2017) and reduces travel distance providing for safer conditions for
pedestrian activity (Ozbil, Peponis and Stone 2011). Additionally, slower traffic
improves driver awareness and enables more peripheral information to be processed
enabling safer conditions for pedestrians and cyclists (Roge, et al. 2004).
Cities can further safe conditions to enhance the pedestrian experience by adding
simple features such as street trees and ensuring on-street parking which that provides a
buffer between the pedestrian and the roadway, thus delineating pedestrian space from
vehicle space (Dumbaugh 2005). In New Albany, Indiana, after completing the towns
restoration of two-way streets by converting four miles of one-ways that included other
improvements to landscaping and signaling, their police chief reported in a public letter
the benefits in pedestrian safety and reduction of vehicular crashes (Stueteville 2019).
However, where conversion is not practical based on its need to mobilize traffic volumes,
a simple reduction in speed limits can show major improvements (Dumbaugh and Rae
2009).
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Riggs and Gilderbloom (2017) in their study of comparing one-way and two-way
streets in Louisville, Kentucky neighborhoods revealed a higher rate of collisions and
injuries on one-way streets for motorists, pedestrians, and bikes. Dumbaugh (2009)
studied the impact of urban form on crash incidence and showed that denser, diverse
urban forms had fewer accidents, but in another study demonstrated that urban arterials
are associated with increased traffic related injuries due to volume and speed of the traffic
flow (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009, 320-321). In addition, the wider street design needed for
safely moving traffic at higher speeds places increased pedestrian risk at crossing
(Dumbaugh and Rae 2009).

2.7.1. Walkability Benefits
A benefit to safer conditions is an improved walking environment. Walking
activities have decreased and planning decisions should consider the health effects of
conversion could have. From 1977 to 1995, walking rates decreased from 9.3 to 5.5
percent which is linked with heart health risks (Cervero, Guerra and Al, Beyond
Mobility. Planning Cities for People and Places 2017). Walkable communities are urban
places that support walking and cycling as an important part of people’s daily travel
through a complementary relationship between transportation, land use and the urban
design character of the place (Institute of Transporatation Engineers 2010).
It is intuitive, that convenience plays an important role in influencing pedestrian
activity and a key downtown livability and vitality element (Walker, Kulash and McHugh
1999). The automobile dependent street design of one-way downtown streets are giving
way to pedestrian-friendly design that induces walking and biking activities which
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reduces vehicular trips within the downtown street network (Aurbach 2010).
Accessibility is an important determinant for walkability and livability.
Walkable urban places improve the livability aspects in health and welfare.
However, walkability is often not accounted for in transportation design given the
predisposition for vehicular based mobility (Sandt 2020).

2.8. Conclusions from Literature
The original downtown gridiron layout literature reviewed provided ample
evidence of the conflicting nature of downtown livability and one-way street design.
This was documented that one-way street advantages are correlated to traffic related
benefits with little livability benefits. One-way street design benefits offer greater traffic
volume, increased speeds, and increased intersection density and arguable safer for
collisions resulting from reduced intersection conflicts. The main safety benefit was
shown for enabling left-turns onto other connected one-ways could be achieved without
having to reduce traffic speeds.
It cannot be overstated that the objective of this research is to develop downtown
livability guidance for the planning profession through the literature and case study. The
author recognizes one-way streets have their appropriate functionality in city traffic
management. However, despite the lack of endorsement for one-ways in downtown grid,
the goals for livability factors like job creation, property value increases, economic
revitalization, safer pedestrian conditions and reduced crime are being attributed to twoway streets operating as catalyst projects.
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The livability benefits desired for downtown neighborhoods have been achieved
through two-way street conversions which are measured by pedestrian friendly instances
of walkability, economic revitalization, and safety. Two-way street conversions have
shown to slow traffic improving pedestrian safety and business visibility; improved
accessibility through more direct origin-destination trips, and reduced vehicle miles
traveled by eliminating redundant looping. In addition, cities are more inviting to visitors
due to predictable travel patterns induced by two-way street configurations. Lastly and
more importantly, “livability” is a human-level experience that planners need to design
for in downtown spaces to stimulate walking, biking, shopping, dining, and socializing.
These characteristics can be seen readily in livable downtowns and establishes a
relationship with livability and the two-way street.

Chapter Three | One-way Conversion Case Studies
3.1. Introduction
Cities have been completing conversions for a couple decades are reporting
success in many livability benefits. Case study research is useful to further the
correlation of the literature and the real outcomes of conversion projects. However, since
the number of conversion projects are too vast and time for this research is limited, only
one case is used. The case study was obtained through google search of cities that are
planning or have implemented one-way to two-way downtown street conversions.
The case selected, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has been completing conversion projects
of their downtown one-way streets for four years. This is an important detail since
conversion projects can be politically challenging and issues can embolden opposition.
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Thus, if the first phase of projects were not successful at any point during the
implementation, the later phases would likely not have been completed. In addition, the
first phase projects might have been reverted to one-ways.

3.2. Case Study - Cedar Rapids, Iowa Conversions
The Cedar Rapids provides a valuable case for development of scenarios that can
be analyzed for livability and guide planning decision-making when considering one-way
to two-way conversion projects in Lincoln, Nebraska.
3.2.1. Background and Goals
Cedar Rapids makes for a good study for building conversion scenarios for Lincoln as
it is a mid-sized, Midwest city with a downtown grid layout that converted the original
two-ways to one-ways. In the 1960s, Cedar Rapids, like many North American cities,
converted their original downtown two-way configuration into a network of one-way
streets to address congestion (City of Cedar Rapids n.d.). The city’s downtown streets
existed as a series of connected one-ways that moved suburban commuters quickly into
and out of downtown. Traffic Engineer for Cedar Rapids, Matt Myers, in an interview
with Kate Payne of Iowa Public Radio commented about Cedar Rapids’ one-way street
design was built to move “for a tremendous amount of cars” and the design encouraged
higher speeds making “life difficult for pedestrians, cyclists and businesses” (Payne
2019).
The conversions were being considered for several reasons documented in literature.
Listed on the Cedar Rapids project website are the following reasons the city promoted
and implemented conversion of their one-way streets (City of Cedar Rapids n.d.):
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•

Livability through slower streets, biking, accessibility, business visibility.

•

Safety through slower streets, [more] intuitive, less severe accidents

•

Efficiency because traffic volumes are lower than when one-ways were provided
making them less efficient with their wide, open lanes and longer origin to
destination routes

•

Convenience through navigation better, no looping, easy access to destination

Cedar Rapids is located in the eastern portion of the U.S. state of Iowa with a
population of 256,324 within the Metro Statistical Area (MSA) making it the second
largest city in the state (City of Cedar Rapids n.d.).

Figure 3.1. Location of Cedar Rapids, Iowa in United States (Each Town
n.d.)
The city retained notable urban design planner, Jeff Speck, in 2012 to advise how to
convert one-ways streets in its 20-block downtown core to a two-way street design
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(Stueteville 2019). Due to limited funds, the analysis was constrained to the street, no
streetscape improvements were recommended (Speck and Associates, LLC n.d.). The
streets were mostly four-lane, one-ways and most had a Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
volume about 6,000 trips per day (Speck and Associates, LLC n.d.). According to Speck
and Associates, LLC (n.d.), two-way streets can handle 10,000 ADT per day with no
congestion issues. Interestingly, this measure matches same threshold suggested for
identifying street conversion candidates in the Lincoln analysis.

In 2015, the city began projects to convert the downtown streets back to two-way
configuration to improve mobility, business development and pedestrian and cycling
safety (City of Cedar Rapids n.d.).

Figure 3.2. 2nd Ave before (left) and after (right) (Google 2020)
The figure shows the character desired from conversion. The street operation is
improve for the traffic and, as literature documents, is slower and safer for all users of the
street.
3.2.2. Implementation
Cedar Rapids conversions occurred in a phased approach starting in 2015 and
ending in 2019. In all, fourteen (14) corridors will have been converted to two-way
configurations benefitting the accessibility, safety and livability of the area.
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•

2nd Avenue SE from 6th St. SW to 1st Street SE (2015)

•

3rd Avenue SE from 6th St SW to 3rd St SE (2015)

•

4th Avenue SE from 5th St SE to 19th St SE (2015)

•

8th St SE from 4th Ave SE to 12th Ave SE (2015)

•

7th St SE from 4th Ave to 12th Ave (2016)

•

2nd Avenue SE, from 13th Street and 19th Street (2017)

•

3rd Avenue SW, from 6th Street SW to 5th Avenue SW (2017)

•

5th Avenue SE, from 5th Street to 19th Street SE (2017)

•

2nd Avenue SE, from 1st Street SE to 8th Street SE (2018)

•

4th Avenue SE, from 3rd Street to 5th Street (2018)

•

5th Avenue SE, from 3rd Street to 5th Street (2018)

•

Oakland Road NE, from H Avenue to 32nd Street NE (2018)

•

3rd Avenue SE, from 3rd Street to 8th Street (2019)

•

3rd Avenue SE, from 12th Street to 19th Street (2019)

Another step taken was replacement of traffic signals with four-way stop signs, a
recommendation Speck makes to prevent driver behavior of racing to the beat the
changing light. Changing to stop signs acts like a traffic calming mechanism as it
modifies the driving behavior of “beating greens” (Speck 2018).
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Figure 3.3. 2nd Ave with traffic signal before conversion (Google 2020)

Figure 3.4. 2nd Ave SE after conversion with four-way stop signs (Google 2020)
Also, changing to four-way stops can be more efficient by eliminating idling at
red lights (Stueteville 2019). In terms of the project, the city did not need to install new
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traffic signals saving approximately $150,000 per intersection (Speck and Associates,
LLC n.d.).

3.2.3. Results
The project results have been positive. Cedar Rapids Traffic Engineer, Matt
Myers, stated the downtown is becoming more vibrant and walkable; and also that
managing traffic speeds through downtown improved along with the efficiency of the
network and navigation (Moundy 2018). Executive Director of Cedar Rapids Metro
Economic Alliance, Jesse Thoeming, said that the conversions “definitely increase
walkability” and were a catalyst for place-making (Thoeming 2020). Also, Thoeming
(2020) said that cycling “exploded” and accessibility has increased efficient circulation of
downtown.

3.3. Lincoln Lesson in Conversion Projects
Implementation of conversion projects is a critical phase as it must consider how
and to what degree does should the punchlist of work get completed. Careful planning is
needed and being cognizant of issue that may occur requires a coordinated effort for
success. However, despite the intent to plan carefully for the project and those affected
by the project construction, some issues cannot be avoided.
To illustrate, the author was aware that Lincoln had attempted to complete a
conversion of a corridor a couple decades ago, an email was sent to Lincoln
Transportation and Utilities (LTU) planning department requesting information on the
reasons the conversion failed to be completed. The response was an email forwarded to
Dallas McGee, Assistant Director of Urban Development City of Lincoln, who responded
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back agreeing to share his experience with the conversion of P Street to two-way and
back to one-way. A zoom call was scheduled on September 30, 2020.
The plan, proposed by the then mayor, was to connect the historic Haymarket
district to the P Street retail core by converting the 3-lane, one-way between N. 9th and
17th, to the two-way of P Street that ends at N. 7th street. The project required converting
8 blocks of P Street to two-way traffic operations. The expected results would increase
pedestrian activity and accessibility to local businesses (McGee 2020). The proposed
design had business and citizen support eventually progressing to implementation.

Figure 3.5. Connectivity of “P” Street to Haymarket Park
The P-Street corridor began conversion to two-way traffic in 1999. At this time, a
major hotel was proposed on the northeast block of 10th and P Street expecting the twoway configuration, made the hotel accessible along P Street which is why, today, P-street
is two-way between 10th and 11th streets. The implementation done in phases, beginning
at 9th street slowly progressing block by block resulting in major congestion issues. As
the project was implemented a block at a time, the resulting bottleneck pushed traffic
west causing 9th street traffic to be blocked.
McGee (2020) believes the implementation issues led to the political challenges.
While many supported the project, the implementation issues enabled opponents to voice
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their issues with empirical evidence of the congestion declaring it will not work and
outside interests (the hotel) shall not dictate projects in our city (McGee 2020). In
addition, the Mayor was running for re-election began to feel the pressure of the
opposition ending the project and re-converting those portions completed back to oneway. Therefore, he stated that had the project not occurred during a city election, it
would have negated the opposition pressures.
McGee (2020) elaborated that the conversion occurred during a time that we did
not have the research to back the expected benefits that we know now that two-way
streets has positive impacts on local retail, is ped-friendly and helping other amenities in
downtowns. The research has expanded on two-way conversion projects and there are
numerous projects that cite livability benefits and pedestrian safety. This will lead to
more cities pursuing studies on how and where conversion projects should be
implemented.
Chapter Four | Methodology
4.1. Introduction
The literature research and supporting case studies examined why downtown oneway street networks should be converted to two-way networks citing livability benefits
such as economic development, pedestrian safety, and accessibility. This chapter
develops a methodology for scenario planning by utilizing case study of Downtown
Lincoln, Nebraska street network. Lincoln’s downtown street network is comprised
mostly of one-way corridors that are operationally out of date and need redesign for the
downtowns present and future life. By building scenarios from data in literature and case
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study guidance is supplied in where and how Lincoln could convert its downtown oneway street network to two-way streets. The Cedar Rapids conversion reviewed in the
previous chapter will act as the framework to implement scenario plans in downtown
Lincoln that reveal what could be expected if Lincoln proceeded with conversion to twoway street network.
This study will not address traffic calming on any of the study area one-ways.
While traffic calming of one-ways can support maintenance of one-way corridors for
moderate livability, if desired, as they have shown to induce reduced speeds, the street
design operates as a throughfare. Further, as stated, the one-way design is no longer
functional for downtown streets that need to provide local access to street level livability.
Therefore, the following guidance is to develop a framework around the literature and
case study for developing two-way street scenarios in downtown Lincoln, Nebraska.

4.2. Determining Candidates for Conversion
The first step the analysis will take is to answer where should Lincoln convert the
downtown one-ways. To determine where is to know which one-way streets are
currently over designed for the capacity. By using a simple threshold of 10,000 Average
Daily Traffic volumes, a planner can readily identify one-ways in the study area that
should be converted based simply on the amount of traffic utilizing the street.
After applying this simple method, the planner has a list of candidate streets to
conduct scenario analysis using case study and literature to illustrate the livability
benefits that could be realized if implemented. General characteristics of the corridors
are useful to correlate the expected benefits from evidence in case study. In addition,
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map figures can be created to support the assessment and provide spatial understanding
of the network circulation change after conversion and the enhanced connectivity to
peripheral neighborhoods or entertainment districts.

4.3. Case Study Area
Lincoln is in the southeast quadrant of Nebraska and is the second most populous
city in the state with 336,541 in the Metro Statistical Area (MSA) (Census Reporter n.d.).
Downtown Lincoln hosts a large segment of public employment including city and state
government, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and multiple private financial
institutions.

Figure 4.1: Location of Lincoln, Nebraska in United States (Each Town n.d.)
In addition, like many other downtown cities, Lincoln is experiencing increased
developments in private student housing, apartments, and condominium projects. The
increase in Lincolnites making downtown their neighborhood, highlights the need to
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design the street to be pedestrian-friendly, safe, and livable. These attributes can be
achieved through the conversion of one-way streets.

4.3.1. General Characteristics of Downtown Lincoln Street Layout
Lincoln’s core downtown streets have been built around the traditional land-based
grid design or ‘gridiron’. This land design is part of the original platting and some of that
history is seen by the many historical buildings throughout the downtown. The streets
fill-in the grid between buildings and have been designed to address congestion issues
that no longer exist.
Lincoln’s downtown network are mostly three-to-four-lane one-way couplets with
a few of these corridors interrupted with two-way streets. The network does include two
corridors that are 5-to-6 lane one-way and all downtown streets are straight and wide.
The streets serve mostly local automobile traffic but have introduced bike lanes on a few
including a protected bike lane to accommodate an increase in cycling interest. Peak
hour traffic volumes for the 3-to-4-lane street do not suffer from congestion and the 5-6
lane one-way manage modest congestion but the remaining periods are not congested. In
sum, the general operation of downtown Lincoln street design is an opportunity for reintroducing character and a quality of usage for pedestrian activity that includes
opportunities for greater accessibility and connectivity to other urban and neighborhood
places enhancing the cohesiveness of the downtown neighborhood.
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4.3.2 Study Area Boundary

Figure 4.2. Lincoln One-Way Conversion Study Area
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The study area encompasses sixteen (16) corridors that form forty-six (46) blocks
in Lincoln’s downtown core. It is bounded by 9th Street to the west, 17th Street to the
east, Q Street to the north and K Street to the south. O Street divides the city by North
and South directions and is a major two-way street, two-lanes in each direction with leftturning lanes, running through downtown.
The area includes two major arterial throughways that operate as couplets running
south and north through downtown. Ninth street, a five-lane throughfare, runs south
carrying traffic from I-180 at the north-end of downtown to Highway 2 and Tenth street,
a six-lane throughfare, runs north carrying traffic from south Lincoln on Highway 2 to I180 at the north end of downtown. These two corridors will not be addressed in the
scenario analysis but is important to understand their current operation and impact on
downtown livability.

4.3.3. ADT Trip Volumes in Downtown Lincoln
The first step to developing scenarios is to have a method to know which one-way
corridors can be converted to two-way with reasonable expectation the conversion will
not result in congestion. Two-way streets can carry up to 10,000 ADT without causing
congestion (Speck and Associates, LLC n.d.), thus the first trigger of selection is to
identify which streets are below that threshold.
Fortunately, the City of Lincoln/Lancaster County Traffic Engineering provide
this data to the public. The values are by block for each street. These ADT values for
each corridor in the study area are listed in Table 4.1. To better assess the downtown
one-way corridors, columns for “Lanes” and ADT values for “High”, “Low” and
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“Average ADT” were added to the table. Average ADT was calculated by summing up
the ADT block count and dividing by the number of blocks. This helps normalize the
ADT volume for each block by taking out variations and will be used for assessing
corridor conversion candidates. The green filled cells are corridors that could be
converted.
Table 4.1. Study Area Average Daily Traffic Counts
Corridor

Direction

Lanes

ADT
High

ADT
Low

9th Street

One-way

4 to 5

29,300

24,610

ADT
Average
(blocks)
26,988 (6)

10th Street

One-way

5 to 6

26,920

21,240

24,860 (6)

11th Street
12th Street
12th Street

One-way
One-way
Two-way

2 + BL
3,820
2,250
3,098 (6)
2+LT
3,550
2,240
2,993 (3)
1 each
3,830
3,150
3,536 (3)
direction
13th Street One-way 3 to 4
5,100
3,780
4,787 (4)
13th Street Two-way 1+LT
3,660
3,450
3,555 (2)
th
14 Street One-way 2+BL
4,520
3,050
3,781 (6)
Centennial Two-way 1 each
1,600
960
1,350
Mall
direction
16th Street One-way 2 to 3 + LT
8,820
6,770
7,813 (6)
17th Street One-way 3 to 4
14,480
11,010
12,326 (6)
K Street
One-way 3 to 4
18,610
14,070
16,180 (7)
L Street
One-way 3 to 4
15,440
7,320
13,158 (7)
M Street
One-way 2 to 3+LT
5,230
3,200
4,595 (8)
N Street
One-way 2+PBL
5,360
2,960
3,910 (8)
O Street
Two-way 2+LT
22,240
17,660
19,685 (8)
P Street
One-way 2 to 3
8,640
5,970
7,683 (8)
Q Street
One-way 3 to 4
11,850
5,570
8,800 (7)
BL: Bike Lane | PBL: Protected Bike Lane | LT: Left-Turn

The process has identified several candidates that could be converted to a twoway street and most are well below the threshold. The one-way corridors that did not
qualify for conversion based on the threshold were 9th, 10th, 17th, L and K streets. As
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expected, the north-south one-way corridors of 9th and 10th streets carry the highest
average ADT volume and highest ADT volume. These corridors are wide one-way street
couplets and connect well with the east-west one-way couplets, L and K streets, which
operate to move east-west traffic in and out of town. For this study, the operational
design and intent appear to be in line for one-way configuration.
However, one consideration of these corridors is that they have two major
privately operated student residential complexes near or along them that raise concerns
for risk to pedestrian activities. Where feasible, traffic calming measures should be
instituted to reduce risk of pedestrian injury and improve livability with the rest of the
network.
The only other corridor that will not be considered using this metric is 17th street.
This corridor operates as a couplet with the 16th street corridor, which carries 36% less
volume and is a conversion candidate, highlights an interesting phenomenon in
operational analysis and criterion for conversion candidacy. For this study, 16th street
may remain one-way due to the coordination with 17th Street traffic operations.

4.4. Scenario Analysis
The second step is conducting scenarios on the streets below the ADT threshold.
For Lincoln, those streets are 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 16th, M, N, P, and Q Streets comprising
of nine (9) one-ways that should be converted. Also, except for 16th street, for which was
addressed above, all these streets act as east-west or north-south couplets illustrating
another criterion for conversion, that being, conversion of one should be done with
conversion of the other.
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The goal of this step is to answer how Lincoln could implement conversions
based on completed conversion projects in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The scenario analysis
will be conducted on how two Lincoln corridors, 11th, and 12th streets, shall be converted
using the Cedar Rapids downtown street conversion projects that were completed within
the last four years. This will demonstrate the process and how to apply to other Lincoln
conversion candidate corridors.

Figure 4.3. Study Area Current One-Way and Two-Way Configuration
Cedar Rapids completed many conversions with minimal modification to parking,
signage, and traffic signals. Vancouver, Washington accomplished conversion of their
Main street corridor by simply painting two yellow lines, changing of signage and
installing traffic signals (Speck 2012). This shows that the initial phase of conversion
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projects do not require investment in the right-of-way beyond the curb like streetscape
plans or configuration for bike lanes. Understanding the initial benefits of two-way
streets like slower moving traffic and safer interaction with pedestrians, initiating
conversion simply is the first step.
4.4.1. 13th Street Corridor
At the time of this research, the 13th street corridor conversion to two-way is
being studied by a private consulting firm and is expected to be the first conversion
implemented (McGee 2020). The corridor is low ADT of 4,700 and is partially two-way
street starting at R Street, which is a two-way street that runs east-west in the UNL
Campus and ending at O Street connecting with this high ADT two-way corridor.
The project would require converting four (4) blocks that run south from O street
to K street where 13th street converts to a two-way, single-lane in each direction with a
middle turn-lane corridor. Thus, for this research, this street will be a catalyst project and
influence recommendations to add to the connectivity and accessibility of downtown.
While Lincoln only has this conversion project being planned, the Lincoln Downtown
Master Plan 2018 (DMP 2018) lists multiple conversions in the mid-term, a period of 18
months to 5 years, including 11th and 12th streets. The DMP 2018 is reviewed in the next
chapter.

4.4.2. 11th Street Corridor Scenario Analysis
This corridor is a south moving corridor that is between Q street and K street, all
one-way. After K Street, 11th turns into a two-way street that is part of the Historic
Everett neighborhood that has local coffee, grocery, and bakery shops. The one-way
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street is six (6) blocks long within the study area with a generous right of way and
important amenities that could encourage more walking if converted to a two-way street.
The scenario used for Lincoln’s 11th street is visualizing the change in character of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa’s 4th Avenue SE corridor that was converted from a 3 to 4 lane
corridor in 2015 with angle parking on one side before it expanded to a 4-lane street with
parallel parking. There were no ADT volumes for 4th Avenue SE to compare so 5th
Avenue SE, one block away from 4th Avenue recorded similar low volumes as Lincoln’s
11th Street.

Figure 4.4. 4th Avenue SE in Cedar Rapids before conversion (Google 2020)
The consultant hired by Cedar Rapids explained in his project description that the
one-ways were well under the 10,000-threshold considered functional for two-way
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streets. The corridor is a mix of old and new buildings including a bus depot and parking
garages like Lincoln’s 11th street. The street was converted to a two-way single lane in
each direction with painted bike lanes on each side along parallel parking along the
corridor.

Figure 4.5. 4th Avenue SE in Cedar Rapids after Conversion (Google 2020)
A conversion of Lincoln’s 11th street would bring similar character renovation
benefits of 4th Avenue SE in Cedar Rapids, which benefitted the busy bus depot, which
Cedar Rapids heavily renovated. The 4th Avenue characteristics are like 11th street with
mixed-residential, dining, a large hotel and multiple parking garages and connects to an
older neighborhood. It should be noted that the corridor no longer has traffic signals, a
saving of $150,000 per intersection (Speck and Associates, LLC n.d.).
The following are important considerations for influencing economic, pedestrian and
livability benefits that characterizes 11th street corridor:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good mix of building diversity
Major student residential development
Large parking garage
Several bars and restaurants
Major transit depot and several stops along corridor
Available developable land
Connect historic residential neighborhood to University of Nebraska
College of Hair Design and Southeast Community College

These characteristics of Lincoln’s 11th Street would benefit from conversion by
inducing the pedestrian level benefits shown in literature. The planning of conversion
should highlight the benefits that can benefit this corridor and use the literature that
exhibits many of these criteria to improve walkability, pedestrian safety, and livability.
Further, interviewing stakeholder in Cedar Rapids would deepen the knowledge and
lessons learned.
4.4.3. 12th Street Corridor Scenario Analysis
There are several factors for Lincoln’s 12th street to be converted among them is it
was the lowest ADT count of 2,993 per day. In addition, it would couple with the 11th
and 13th street conversions thereby greatly improving accessibility, connectivity, and
circulation to the core downtown areas. Further, it would be the simplest in terms of
block length by requiring only three (3) blocks (O to K) making it the smallest project
effort making it very feasible. In addition, completing conversion from O to K would
complete the connection of 12th with the UNL Campus and the historic Everett
neighborhood to the south.
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Figure 4.6. Connection to two-way at 12th & K (Google 2020)

To demonstrate how Lincoln’s 12th street character could be like, the scenario of
Cedar Rapids 3rd Avenue SE corridor was used as it is mostly a four-lane one-way
corridor before conversion in 2015 with parallel parking on each side.

Figure 4.7. 3rd Avenue SE in Cedar Rapids before conversion (Google 2020)
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The Cedar Rapids corridor had exceptionally low ADT volumes, lower than Lincoln’s
12th street in some blocks and the street character is like that of 12th with a mix of uses
with blank sided office buildings, a large church and surface parking. The postconversion design modified the character of the street adding protected bike lanes and
reducing the wide one-way road down to single lane two-way road in each direction. As
with 4th Avenue SE, stop signs replaced traffic signals.

Figure 4.8. 3rd Avenue SE in Cedar Rapids after conversion (Google 2020)
This scenario illustrates how implementation of a one-way conversion that is
underutilized and needs re-characterized can jump start revitalization. It is a qualitative
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component of conversions as no quantitative data was not available. Lincoln’s
downtown 12th street has the characteristics that could benefit from conversion. This
would improve the livability benefits of the corridor from slower moving traffic and
accessibility to the businesses along the corridor. The corridor is characterized by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low incidence of historical buildings
Service oriented businesses
Financial district
Developable land
Opportunity to connect historic neighborhood with university of Nebraska
Low ADT average (3,536)
Feasibility - Short length to convert (3 blocks)

Figure 4.9. Connection to Two-way at 12th and N (Google 2020)
Economic benefits could come in the form of land development, higher employment, and
the connection of UNL to Everett neighborhood in addition to increases for pedestrian
safety along the wider sidewalks that typify the corridor.
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4.4.4. Conversion Summary
The influence of the engineering street design standards is excluded due to the
technical nature and does not sufficiently support the livability factors aim of this
research. The author acknowledges a growing shift in traffic engineering principles
through context sensitive designs and involvement in widely accepted Complete Street
membership and development of the Urban Street Design guide. Conversions on 11th,
12th and 14th street should be converted concurrently with conversion of 13th as this
would create a very accessible, connected network. In addition, this would allow the M
and N streets to remain one-ways and operate more efficiently by reducing the looping
travel pattern often impacting heavily designed one-way downtown streets.

Figure 4.10. Phase 1 conversion projects
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One of the other factor planners and engineers perceive is the increased risk of
accidents. While this may occur, research on conversions has shown that accidents were
less severe and did not increase as expected (Riggs and Gilderbloom 2017).

Figure 4.11. Phase 2 conversion projects
While scenario analysis was not conducted on M and N Streets in Lincoln, these
east-west corridor couplets have extremely low ADT that conversion should be done
using minimal implementation standards such as painted yellow lines and installation of
stop signs to reduce the implementation costs. This tranche of conversion would greatly
enhance the character of Lincolns downtown and safety for pedestrians and encourage
bicycling from a slower environment.
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Chapter Five | Policy Review
A review of policies and plans was conducted to understand opportunities for
augmenting current work or reducing project delays.

5.1. Lincoln Downtown Master Plan 2018
The City of Lincoln/Lancaster County developed the policy guidance for future
growth in and around downtown. Within this planning document, the city proposes to
convert many of the one-ways within the downtown core. The goals established are
illustrated in Figure 5.1 and accomplished in three phases set out below:
•

Near-Term, defined as 0 to 18 months
o 13th Street, K to O streets

•

Mid-term, defined as 18 months to 5 years
o 11th, 12th, 14th, M and N streets

•

Long-term, defined as 5 to 10 years
o 16th, 17th, P & Q streets

The DMP 2018 identifies 13th street as first project but does not describe why. However,
as mentioned in Chapter Four of this research, a study is being conducted on this corridor
that may address this question and probabilities of streetscape improvements. In
addition, the plan document requires any implementation requires a “detailed traffic
analysis to evaluate concepts and operational/safety considerations” (City of
Lincoln/Lancaster County 2018, 4.3.10). It is not clear what a detailed traffic analysis
entails, but the conversions of 11th, 12th and 14th should occur concurrently with the 13th
street project. This was not suggested but may be implied with the timeframes above.
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Figure 5.1. Downtown Master Plan Image of Proposed Conversions (City of
Lincoln/Lancaster County 2018)

5.2. Policy and Ordinance Review
A review of the Lincoln Municipal Code (LMC) was conducted to understand
policy and if any ordinance may conflict with the street design changes outlined in this
research document. Under Title 10 of LMC, Vehicles and Traffic, the following shall
need review to avoid issues with conversion projects outlined in this research:
5.2.1. Definitions (10.02)
10.02.240 – Congested district shall include that portion of the city within the
following bounds: from the west line of 7th Street to the east line of 17th Street
and from the south line of M Street to the north line of Q Street
Definition may need revision if it pertains to congestion management procedures
or design standards.
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5.2.2. Chapter 10.26. Arterial Streets

10.26.080 Sixteenth Street. Sixteenth Street from the north line of Vine Street to
the north line of South Street is hereby designated and declared to be an arterial
street.
10.26.090 Seventeenth Street. Seventeenth Street, from the north line of Vine
Street to the north line of Van Dorn Street, is hereby designated and declared to
be an arterial street.
5.2.3. Chapter 10.28. One-way Streets

10.28.020 "P" Street. "P" Street shall be one-way eastbound between Ninth and
Tenth Streets and between Eleventh and Twenty-seventh Streets.
10.28.030 "Q" Street. “Q” Street shall be one-way westbound between Ninth
Street and Twenty-seventh Street.
In 1989, P and Q streets were deleted from LMC code as “One-way” streets
allowing conversion to two-way streets between 7th and 9th streets. The reason for
conversion was because the petitioner, Lincoln Haymarket Development Corporation,
believed it would “Improve access to the Haymarket area since “P” street is where major
redevelopment is occurring” (City of Lincoln n.d.). Interestingly, the approval noted that
the low number of pedestrian and cyclist activity overcame engineering concerns that
one-ways are better for pedestrians and bicycles because they “eliminate left-turn
conflicts” (City of Lincoln n.d.).

5.2.4. Chapter 10.48 Bicycles.

10.48.160 Bicycles on Arterial Streets. It shall be unlawful for any person to
operate a bicycle upon any arterial street during such hours as may be designated
for said street by resolution of the City Council.
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This code makes it unlawful for bicycles to utilize arterial streets. The downtown
17th street in is defined as an arterial under 10.26.090. Consider revision of ordinance to
allow bicycles on downtown corridors.
Chapter Six | Conclusions
The topic of livability has many qualitative and quantitative factors baked into it.
Within the downtown context, those factors are seen quantitatively through various
socioeconomic study and qualitatively in the character of the street. This thesis explored
livability in economic benefits, pedestrian safety, and walkability. It examined these
factors through case study and constructing a methodology for planners to pursue oneway conversions leveraging livability factors found in literature.
Further, the peer-reviewed literature is expanding on this topic providing more
supporting evidence of the livability components two-way corridors have on downtown
streets. Examining livability criteria for street configuration in downtown areas enables
planners and engineers to engage in re-classification specifically for the downtown street
and launch catalyst projects for walkability, revitalization, and pedestrian safety. The
scenario analysis helps illuminate a spectrum of livability benefits that could be realized
if projects were implemented.
It is important to make clear that traffic operation standards function to design
efficient and safe vehicular movement for the automobile. These standards are effective
for highways and major arterials, a street design that does not fit in the context of
livability. Downtown street design, particularly in the original plats that hold the
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historical place and layout of the community, need to return to the original configuration
that is important for its vitality and livability.
Also, this planning application methodology helps ascertain outcomes from
conversion projects before traffic engineering design standards factor into the decisionmaking process. The aim is to devise a method for planners to apply known outcomes
from conversion projects completed in other downtowns into plausible outcomes for their
context. The short time frame of this research limited the case study and demonstration
of the methodology.
This study contributes to the growing body of one-way to two-way street
conversion literature offering a method for planners to effectively assess one-way streets
to be converted and build scenarios that can illustrate viability of the projects for the
many livability benefits offered from research and case study. Lastly, this approach
advises the planning discipline of strategies for policy guidance to incorporate ordinances
that promote livable, pedestrian-friendly downtown spaces.
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